'RAIDERS FOR LIFE'
Coach: Active Start

Date:

Team:

Session Theme: U4-6 Sessions

Time:

Robot Tag

THEME:
Organization:

Coaching Points:

Players (in green) try to kick ball at the Move like a robot and make a robot
"robot" coach (in white). Robots move voice. The kids love it!
around slowly.
Click to insert session diagram

If they hit the robot it loses an arm,
then second arm, leg,
second leg, then one more hit is a
broken Robot.
THEME:

Freeze Tag

Organization:

Coaching Points:

Set up a grid 15x15yd area.

- head up awareness
- dribble into space away from the
snowman
- ball control
- communication - call for help if
frozen.

Players start with ball in their hands running around the grid.

Click to insert session diagram

Coach is the snowman, and tags the players who can pretend
to be characters from Frozen. If player is tagged, they become
frozen and hold the ball over their head with legs open. To
become unfrozen, another player has to roll the ball through their
legs.
Progression
- Players dribble with ball at their feet, and have to pass through
the players legs.
- have a player be the snowman

THEME:

Click to insert session diagram

Shreks and Donkeys

Organization:

Coaching Points:

If players know the movie Shrek, then play as Shrek and
Donkeys. Otherwise make a different name up for the
game!
Players start on the end line as 'donkey's with a pinnie
tucked into their shorts. They must run from one side of
the area to the other. The 'Shreks' in the middle must
try and pull the donkey's tail out before they get to the
other side. If tail is pulled, they become a Shrek as well.

- ball control
- awareness
- physical literacy
- change of speed/direction

Start without balls and bring them in once players
understand the concept. Players dribble across while
still trying to avoid their tail being pulled.

THEME:

Click to insert session diagram

Army Soliders

Organization:
Coaching Points:
Players are 'army soldiers.
- manage game so that no players
Players are without balls and must try to run
are hitting the ball hard or above
from one side of the grid to the other. Coach is
outside with the balls and tries to hit the players' the waist.
legs with the ball (softly!). If a player gets hit
- Fun!
once, they must hop on one foot from them on,
a second time they must crawl and if they're hit
as a crawler they join the coach on the outside.
Young girls might not enjoy the solider concept
so can change the name of the game to suit
players.
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